
CONTRACTOR: LOS ALAMOS HISTORICAL SOCIETY QUARTER: 3 ‐ Jan ‐ Mar

AGR20‐44 Completed by:  

If yes, date of report

Q1 (July‐Sept) Q2 (Oct‐Dec) Q3 (Jan‐Mar) Q4 (Apr‐June)

24,465.00           24,465.00           24,465.00           

11,455.50           11,455.50           11,455.50           

17,080.50           17,080.50           17,080.50           

(141.00)                (304.00)                (236.00)                

$52,860.00 $52,697.00 $52,765.00 $0.00

7,600                  

254                      

400                      

74                        

Book Article/Periodical Film Project Web
# of research requests by 

purpose:                               3  11                           1                             46                           7                              

Education

Archives

Admission Fee Revenue (20%)

TOTAL

ARCHIVES
# of items offered

# of items accepted for education collection

# of items accepted for permanent collection

# of items catalogued

Operations & Management + Museum

FY2021 QUARTERLY REPORT FORM

Elizabeth Martineau

FINANCIAL INFORMATION (report on LAC direct funding only)

Is annual financial review complete?  

Type of Expense



Public Programs School Programs

Museum Campus 

Visitors Tours

# of in‐person participants 361                       54                         

# of online participants 241                         127                      

# reporting as residents  28                         4                           

# reporting as non‐residents 333                       50                         

# of children ‐                          119                       32                         10                         

# of adults 241                         8                           329                       44                         

# of in‐person programs 17                          

# of online programs                              3                               7 

310                         ‐                              

2                           369                       

69 3,044.00              

59                         545.00                  

8                           2                            

YES # of views 15,099                    

10

69                          

48                          

61,138                  

3,367                    

44                          

73                          

1,256                    

2                            

35                          

List other social media platforms and handles:

How many posts were published?

How many new followers?

How many posts were published?

How many new followers?

How many posts were published?

How many new followers?

Instagram handle
How many posts were published?

How many new followers?

YouTube channel

How many views?

How many videos were uploaded?

How many new subscribers?

How many events were hosted and executed via social media platforms? (Online meeting applications 

are considered social media platforms.)

Facebook handle

How many posts were published?

How many new followers?

Total reach?

Total engagement?

Was web site updated with new content? 

# who checked in from another state
# who checked in from another 

country

# of new (not renewed) member households total member households @EOQ

# of people providing feedback # paid staff hours

# rating experience as good or excellent # volunteer hours

# of LAHS articles published # publications featuring LAHS articles

INTERNET

History Museum Campus Visitors Who Don't Live in New Mexico

PROGRAMMING

It is difficult to collect identifying data in some programs and such identification is not 

required, so numbers below may not add up to total participant counts.



YES NO

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

(3) Work with local and surrounding area schools to promote the use of the 

collections and activities of the Museum by providing regular visits to 

elementary and middle school classrooms with a variety of topics of historical 

relevance, as well as annual support to high school students for National History 

Day; and

Maintain displays, exhibits, programs, and conduct other activities relating to the 

history of Los Alamos in the Los Alamos History Museum (“Museum”) and Fuller 

Lodge;

Disseminate information to the public regarding activities of the Museum by use of 

the news media, social media, newsletters and other appropriate means of 

announcing activities and events;

Evaluate the condition of the historical walking tour signs and homestead markers 

annually and make written recommendations to the County Community Services 

Director or designee for any recommended repairs or replacements; 

Collaborate with County staff on homestead and walking tour maps, to be printed 

by County, made available at Museum, and posted online at losalamoshistory.org 

by Contractor;

Staff and operate the Museum and a Museum shop, keeping these facilities open to 

the public during hours that will provide for maximum public access, at least five (5) 

days per week, within available funding levels; 

Maintain oversight of Museum collections in an archive in keeping with standard 

museum practices of preservation, conservation, and insurance requirements 

within available funding levels and resources; 

Provide monitored access to the archival collections for researchers and scholars;

Collaborate with other local or regional cultural services providers on a minimum of 

four (4) events, activities or programs during each fiscal year;

Create specific history education programs of interest to youth and families in Los 

Alamos and surrounding areas within the available funding levels and in the 

following manner: 

(1) Provide history‐related programming and Services aimed at young people 

such as, but limited to school field trips that are available to all grade levels; 

visits to local and surrounding area school classrooms; Wednesday afternoon 

programming for elementary students; summer programs for youth; events for 

families, adult lectures; and Graduation Point hikes;  

(2) Develop and market the events, programs, and Services of the Museum; 

Confirm whether or not you met the scope of your contract during the quarter as listed below. If anything has 

changed since the previous quarter, please describe in your written report.

CONTRACTOR SERVICES



x

x

x

x

PLEASE ATTACH QUARTERLY REPORT NARRATIVE

(4) Coordinate teams of volunteers and/or interpreters of Los Alamos history, 

providing at least one (1) session of docent education/training, for free and open 

to the public, per fiscal year;

Promote visitation to the Museum, Fuller Lodge, Manhattan Project National 

Historical Park, and the Los Alamos downtown area through various methods 

including, but not limited to, membership in the New Mexico True program, 

partnerships with the Los Alamos and White Rock Visitors Centers and MPNHP, and 

the creation of exhibits which draw visitors to downtown Los Alamos;

Manage resources and apply for grants related to history education and/or local 

historical preservation; and

Survey participants and community members throughout the term of this 

Agreement to collect feedback and input into Contractor’s programs, events and 

activities, and utilize this information in the planning, design, and implementation 

of new and existing programs.

GRANTS/OTHER FUNDING SOURCES

If organization applied for grants or solicitations for funding sources related to AGR20‐44, please include a status update in 

report narrative. Grant applications that involve the County in any way must be approved by County prior to application 

submission.



Los Alamos County  
Narrative Report 2020-2021 

Los Alamos Historical Society 
 
Q1 (July-September) 
 
(70) Media: Social Media, News, Newsletters 
 
We regularly disseminate information to the public through the media. In FY20 about 151,855 
people were reached through social media, newspapers, website, and YouTube. This does not 
include contributions (through interviews or information) that are used by other organizations. 
 

• Social media. Informative posts 4-5 times a week to engage the community. 
• Weekly news article by Sharon Snyder, Director of the Bathtub Row Press, for the Los 

Alamos Daily Post. This article is typically posted online and also in a hard-copy format 
that is sent to 9,300 homes each week.  

• Our Historical Society Magazine is distributed to about 400 people quarterly. 
• Banners hang on the overpass by the high school for special events. 

 
Due to the 75th anniversary of the end of WWII this summer, we were busy sharing information. 
We provided interviews for 3 Japanese news organizations, as well as a podcast, and a team from 
Swiss TV. 
 

    
Thomas von Gruenigen (left), television correspondent, and Rob, his cameraman, from the Swiss 
Broadcasting SRF, Switzerland’s public broadcaster, met recently with Liz Martineau and 
Georgia Strickfaden to prepare for a special report on the 75th anniversary of the Trinity Test that 
aired in July.  
 
#Inside the Archives 
This social media campaign was started last May as a way for the public to engage with some of 
the objects and information from the archives once a week. It has become very popular! This 
quarter one post alone accounted for ----- engagements. This is also a valuable way for us to 
gauge interest in topics that may be used in future programs or exhibits. 



 
(76) Collaborations    
 
Pioneering Women in Los Alamos: An Historical Poster Trail (ScienceFest Collaboration) 
In celebration of the 100th anniversary of women's right to vote, the Historical Society 
collaborated with Los Alamos Mainstreet, Del Norte Credit Union, Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, and Girl Scout Emily Holmes to create a historical poster trail featuring women in 
Los Alamos who have been pioneers in advancing their respective fields — from the Manhattan 
Project days, to today. Many of these posters featured photographs and information from the 
historical archives. Local businesses and organizations around Los Alamos County displayed the 
posters from July 7-12. After the event, the posters were moved onto our website, where anyone 
may download them for free. https://www.losalamoshistory.org/pioneeringwomen.html 
 
 

 
    
(78) Programming: Adults and Families 
 
It’s been amazing to gather our community again for monthly lectures, gathering over Zoom to 
discuss history with experts. Our partnership with the Creative District continues virtually as 
well, with History On Tap meeting over Zoom with a larger audience than we would have been 
able to accommodate in person. 
 
Our History at Home activities (https://www.losalamoshistory.org/historyathome.html ) continue 
to engage learners of all ages. We also launched two new scavenger hunts, one exploring the 
homesteading era and one exploring the Manhattan Project: 
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https://www.losalamoshistory.org/scavengerhunts.html. The hunts come in two levels, one for 
teens and adults, and one for young learners and their families. They’re designed to get people 
outside and support them in making connections between the past and present.  
    
(79) Marketing Events, Programs, Services 
 
We share news of our programs and events with the Daily Post and the Los Alamos Reporter (as 
well as KRSN and the Monitor, prior to their closure). We maintain events calendars on our 
website and on Facebook, and share updates for events to be posted on FYI Los Alamos’ 
Community Calendar. In addition to our monthly emails, we also share information on our 
events and programs on Instagram and Facebook, including regular posts to local Facebook 
groups.  
 
We share relevant programs from partner organizations in our monthly emails, and share our 
programs with partner organizations for their newsletters as well.  
   
(80) Programming: Schools 
 
It’s been very exciting to see students as the fall semester started, hosting virtual field trips live 
from the Romero Cabin. We also hosted a virtual field trip for homeschool students, and plan on 
offering another one next quarter. Virtual field trips allow us to answer students’ questions live, 
reach students whether they’re in class at home or at school, and reach classes anywhere through 
Skype in the Classroom. 
 
(81) Programming: Volunteer Training 
 
We are currently planning to offer volunteer training this spring, probably in March or April.  
 
(82) Promoting Visitation 
 
Exhibit 
This quarter we were finally able to open our exhibit Resilience and Regrowth: Twenty Years 
After the Cerro Grande Fire in the Guest Cottage. In addition to this “in person” exhibit, there is 
also an online version of the exhibit, a recorded Zoom lecture, and a book of stories written by a 
local author, Terry Foxx.  
 



 
Explore Los Alamos: Beyond Museum Walls 
The History Museum may have been closed this summer, but we are still surrounded by history! 
This summer we launched a website to encourage visitor to explore our history while social 
distancing. Local and out of town visitors are encouraged to walk in the footsteps of history 
while exploring historic sites in Los Alamos, NM. So far, seven locations and hikes are featured 
on our website: Camp May, Graduation Canyon, Bayo Canyon Trail-Lujan Road, Camp 
Hamilton, Romero Cabin, Anniversary Trail-Inspiration Point, and Mysterious Carved Rocks. 
https://www.losalamoshistory.org/explore-los-alamos 
 
Oppenheimer House 
The Historical Society took possession of the Oppenheimer House in August. After significant 
renovation and preservation (and fundraising), we look forward to this property joining the Hans 
Bethe House and Guest Cottage in being open to the public as part of the museum campus. The 
property is often called the “Crown Jewel” of the Manhattan Project and will certainly increase 
visitation to Los Alamos and the Historic District. Stay tuned! 
 
(83) Grants and Funding Resources 
 
As an organization that relies on tourism, we depend on summer revenue to keep us operational 
throughout the year. The pandemic forced the closure of the Museum from March 15- September 
15. In order to supplement our lost revenue, we pivoted to online programming. We also applied 
for and received several grants that have helped us pivot to an online format.  
 

• a Payroll Protection Program (PPP) Loan for $64,400 to help pay for some of our 
payroll. 

• a New Mexico Humanities Council CARES Act grant for $7,500 to improve our website 
and create an Online Museum. 

• a Los Alamos Community Foundation grant for $1,200 to pivot programs to an online 
format. This helped us purchase an i-pad for Virtual Field Trips! 



 
Despite the Museum closure, we held our annual membership drive and increased membership 
from 231 (2019) to 360 (2020).  
 
 
(87) Grants related to AGR20-44  
 
NPS contract #140P1319P0043 for Fuller Lodge Interpretation 
 
This contract is a collaboration with Los Alamos County and the National Park Service to 
Interpret Fuller Lodge. The final deliverables were sent in August.  
 
This contract included: 

• research- inventory of potential pictures, artifacts, and information 
• Developed Fuller Lodge interpretive concept map  
• Created logistics plan indicating themes, numbers and locations of interpretive panels and 

displays (photographs and objects). 
• Processing (accession, preservation, research) keys/key fob artifacts. 
• interviews, Rita Apel (hostess) and John and Sandy Charles (visitors) 
• a suggested layout plan and map for the interpretation of Fuller Lodge.  
• some recommendations beyond the two rooms, such as a map or directional signs in the 

Lobby to help orient visitors and let them know about the two exhibits that are on the 
second floor.  

• script for panels in the “hotel room”  
• pictures (with captions) for the panels in the hotel room and Pajarito Room.  
• List of relevant objects from the archives, which may be included in the hotel room 

interpretation.  
 
This contract is complete. We would like to install the interpretive panels, but final details, 
including the cost of design, printing, installation, need to be worked out with LAC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           
 



Q2 (October-December) 
 
(70) Media: Social Media, News, Newsletters 
 

Have you ever heard the bell on top of Fuller Lodge 
actually ring? During Ranch School days it called the 
students to meals. During the Manhattan Project, it was 
used at the end of New Year’s Eve parties to ring in the 
new year. On this 75th anniversary of the end of WWII, 
the Los Alamos History Society and Manhattan Project 
National Historical Park rang the bell again - twice!  
 
Ranger Val of the Manhattan Project NHP and Elizabeth 
Martineau, Executive Director of the History Museum, 
worked together to ring the bell, first, at 6 PM on 
Christmas Eve as part of the worldwide “Step Outside 
and Ring A Bell at 6 PM On Christmas Eve” event. 
Second was, yes, on New Year’s Eve. 
 
More than 1200 were reached through Facebook Live, 
listening for the bell at home, commenting and sharing 
the post.  
 
 

 
(76) Collaborations 
    

The Historical Society partnered with the Creative 
District for a photo shoot in the Historic District. 
Jeremy Smith, Curator of the Creative district 
showcases some of the beauty of the historic 
Creative District through the lens of a camera 
These photos are part of a digital display at 
https://www.creativelosalamos.com/creative-
historic-photos and may be used in other ways in 
the future.  
 

   
(78) Programming: Adults and Families 
 
Lecture Series 
September 15: Nancy Greenspan, Atomic Spy: The Dark Lives of Klaus Fuchs 
October 13: Matthew Shindell, The Life and Science of Harold C. Urey: A Biographical 
Examnation of 20th Century Science 
November 17: Alex Wellerstein, The "Best-Kept Secret of the War"? The Successes and 
Failures of Manhattan Project Secrecy 



 
History on Tap 
History on Tap is part of the OnTap series hosted by the Los 
Alamos Creative District. 
 
Monday, December 7: Native American Flutes Demonstration 

Artist and educator Marlon Magdalena (Jemez) led a conversation 
on Native American flutes. This presentation discussed the history, 
construction methods, and the different varieties of flutes that were 
made and used by many Native Americans tribes and nations. 

Marlon Magdalena is from the Pueblo of Jemez in New Mexico, and performs with Native 
American style flutes of his own making and some made by other makers. He is also the 
Instructional Coordinator at the Jemez Historic Site where he educates the public about his 
Jemez culture 

 

The Historical Society delivered 100 gift bags to senior 
citizens through the Senior Center in December.  

.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(80) Programming: Schools 
  
This quarter, it was amazing to bring students from across 
the country on virtual field trips to the Romero Cabin. A 
kindergarten teacher in California shared this photo from 
the end of our field trip. Virtual field trips were also a great 
opportunity to create some new pre- and post-visit 
worksheets for elementary school classes, which will be 
great for virtual field trips now and for in-person field trips 
in the future. 
 
It was also very gratifying to be able to continue to share our lectures and History on Tap 
programs with our audience online. These online events have allowed people from outside Los 
Alamos, the state, and even outside the U.S. to gather together with Los Alamos locals for an 
interactive program, and we've gathered in numbers larger than the Hans Bethe House or Fuller 
Lodge could hold. 



 
 
(81) Programming: Volunteer Training 
We anticipate this training happening in April.  
 
(82) Promoting Visitation 
 
This quarter we worked with other organizations to create several 
videos. 
 

• In October we worked with Kelly Stewart and a NM True 
Video team to create a video in the historic district. 

 
• We have also been working with Leslie Bucklin to create 

videos. 
 

• We worked with the Teen Center and the MPNHP to create 
short videos at each location in the historic district.   

 
 
(83) Grants and Funding Resources (correction) 
New Mexico CARES Act Grant Fund, October 26     $36,148.00  
New Mexico CARES Act Grant Fund, December 1  $6,783.00 
New Mexico CARES Act Grant Fund, December 10 $20,060     
 
(87) Grants related to AGR20-44  
We have no grants related to the current contract at this time.      
 
 
Q3 (January-March) 
 
(70) Media: Social Media, News, Newsletters 
 
We regularly disseminate information to the public through news releases, social media, 
newsletters, and articles.  

• Los Alamos Historical Society Magazine delivered to 350 members.  
• Shared 69 social media posts. 
• Two new videos were uploaded to our YouTube channel.  
• 15,099 website engagement/views. 
• 8 Daily Post Articles. (74,400 reach) 

 
 
 
 
 
 



(76) Collaborations 
 
Fuller Lodge Hotel Room  
 

We are currently working on a collaboration to open a new exhibit in 
Fuller Lodge, a recreated 1950s hotel room. This collaboration includes 
LAC, MainStreet, and even a local quilter! More details will be 
included in our 4th quarter report.  
      
 
 
 
 

 
(78) Programming: Adults and Families 
 
Lecture Series 

   
 
February 9: Lecture Series, Rebecca Ullrich, Spinning Off From the Manhattan Project 
March 9: Lecture Series, Schön Levy, Prohibition in a Remote Place 
March 22: History on Tap (with the Creative District), Heather McClenahan, Women During the 
Manhattan Project for Women's History Month.  
 
Daily Post Articles 
Each of our eight Daily Post articles about Los Alamos history reached 9,300 homes. These 
articles include a series describing the history of the properties on Bathtub Row. In honor of 
Women’s History Month, guest author, Heather McClenahan, wrote weekly articles highlighting 
women of the Manhattan Project. These were very popular and led to an OnTap talk to allow for 
more discussion and questions.  
    
(79) Marketing Events, Programs, Services 
 
394 new people were added to our email list in the past 12 months, compared to only 154 in the 
12 months before that. This increase is more than double previous registrations! We believe this 
is due to an increase in online programming and marketing during the pandemic.  
 
Our programs were listed on the NM Humanities Council calendar and the Community Calendar. 
We continue marketing through press releases, articles in the Daily Post, LAC, and NM True.   
    
 
 



 
 
(80) Programming: Schools 
 
Virtual Field Trips 
Our virtual programs continue to reach audiences we couldn't reach in person—drawing crowds 
that would fill or overflow our venues and attracting local visitors as well as attendees from 
around the world. It was great to be able continue bringing live virtual field trips to local 
students, and to continue our virtual homeschool field trips. Our March virtual homeschool field 
trip had students exploring Fuller Lodge as it looked almost 100 years ago during the time of the 
Los Alamos Ranch School, and was popular enough that we provided two sessions: one for 
elementary students and one for tweens and teens. These two separate sessions made it easier for 
students to engage with history and with their peers in a comfortable virtual space. 
 
A few kind words from some attendees of our virtual events this quarter: 

"Very interesting! Can't wait for the 
next one!" "Keep up the good 
work! (From Maine)" "Wonderful 
history - great factual presentation - 
powerful information. Thank you." 
"Great tour and interesting info. 
Thanks so much!!" 

 
Los Alamos High School Collaboration 
Our educator is working with two teachers from Los Alamos High School, Mr. Frost and Ms. 
Engelking, to create a Cold War tour of Los Alamos. This electronic tour includes pictures, 
information, and directions to explore places in Los Alamos related to the Cold War.  
   
(81) Programming: Volunteer Training 
In-person volunteer training is scheduled for five Thursdays, beginning May 13 and continuing 
through June 10.  
 
This quarter we focused on individual training Covid-safe practices training related to opening 
the museum. During the closure, we provided volunteering opportunities that could be completed 
at home, such as writing articles, book review, and database entry.  
 
(82) Promoting Visitation 
The History Museum opened to the public March 1. It has been a slow start, but everything is 
going well, so far. We are working with the Visitors Centers, who recently opened in April.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Oppenheimer House 
We believe the Oppenheimer House will be a draw for tourists from all over the world. The 
preservation, renovation, and interpretation work on the house has begun. It's been exciting 
working on the interpretation of the Oppenheimer House, starting the work to bring the building 

to life and welcome museum visitors 
inside. We're crafting a vision statement 
and identifying the main take-home 
messages we hope to share with visitors 
inside and outside the home. There are 
many exciting opportunities in the 
house—and throughout the process our 
team is being guided by the hope that 
visitors will leave feeling changed by 
their experience. We anticipate opening 
to the public in the Fall/Winter of 2022. 
 

 
(83) Grants and Funding Resources 
We received the PPP Second Draw for $53,647.70 on March 10th.  

The Los Alamos Historical Society was selected by the Los Alamos Community Foundation 
(LACF) to participate in Jumpstart, a year-long fundraising capacity building program. We will 
be meeting with a professional fundraising coach every month for advice about membership and 
fundraising.  
 


